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and burros, more than likely descendants of the Spanish
breed. On his second cruise Columbus also brought over
twenty horses, which he later complained to the crown were
palmed off on him by the crafty horse-traders from Granada,
who exhibited fine animals for sale at Seville and then, taking
advantage of Columbus's laxity of eye and preoccupation,
proceeded to substitute a score of scrubs on board the fleet.
The fleet was well at sea before the "mistake" was noticed. In
Haiti to-day all horses remain undersized and scrubby, but
they are hardy little brutes that bear surprising burdens.
The bloodhounds which Columbus imported from Spain
to chase Indians slaves have deteriorated also to-day into what
is commonly called just "Haitian dog." The term explains
the animal, an undersized mongrel whose prime ability is to
bark twenty-four hours a day, and with far more vigor by
night than by day.
Columbus also imported many herbs and shrubs from Spain
which remain peculiar to Haiti in general, though some of the
best have migrated to other West Indian islands. Perhaps
the greatest marvel of transplantation from Europe was sugar-
cane, which flourished in its tropical setting in Hispaniola
both under Spanish and French planters. The African slaves
brought to Hispaniola by the Spanish and French after the
Indians died away drove out the whites over a century and
a quarter ago. The whites fled to Jamaica and Cuba, taking
sugar-cane with them. While the marvelous plantations of
Haiti are now waste lands under less energetic cultivation by
blacks, Cuba has become the "sugarbowl" of the world, and
Jamaica also boasts its thriving cane fields.
The main quest of Columbus in the West Indies seemed to
be for gold, which existed there in some quantity. Of gold he
notified Ferdinand and Isabella "although the rivers contain

